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f/Jrospectus.
THIS INSTITUTION, known at present as ST. XAVIER COL-
LEGE, was established October 17, 1831, by the Rt. Rev. E. D.
Fenwick, D.D., first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the name of the
"Athe1U2um." In the year 1840 it was transferred, by the Most
Rev. Archbishop, ]. B. Purcell, D.D., to the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus, who have conducted it ever since under the title
first mentioned. It was incorporated by the General Assem bly
of the State in 1842. In 1869 an act was passed which secures
to the Institution a perpetual charter and all the privileges usually
granted to universities. .
The course of study embraces the Doctrine dnd Evidences of
the Catholic Religion, Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy,.
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rhetoric, Com-
position, Elocution, History, Geography, Arithmetic, Penmanship,
Book-keeping, Actual Business, Commercial Law, the Latin,
Greek, English, German and French languages. The College is
provided with suitable Philosophical Apparatus, and possesses a
valuable Museum, containing a large collection of Mineralogical
and Geological specimens. In the department of Chemistry ex-
tensive improvements have been made, both in point of a large
stock of apparatus, and of excellent facilities for work. The
new Laboratory is supplied with every requisite appliance. Each
of the forty desks is fitted with drawers and lockers, separate
drainage and water supply, and gas for both heating and illumin-
ating purposes. This Laboratory is used by students in Qualita-
tive Analysis and General Chemistry; a Laboratory course in the
latter being required in addition to the regular lecture and daily
repetition.
The Library numbers about 16,000 volumes. There are also




The Academic Year consists of one session, beginning on the
first MOJ;1day of September, and ending in the last week of June,
when the Annual Commencement, the Conferring of Degrees and
the Distribution of Premiums take place.
The sess£on is divided into two terms-the first ending on the
first of January and the second in the last week of June. A
thorough examination of all the classes is made at the close of
the second term. There are four competitions during the course
of the year-the first in October, the second in December, the
third in February and the fourth toward the end of April.
The first, second and third competitions, are followed by
distribution of Premiums. The places or degrees of merit ob-
tained by the students in the different classes are publicly pro-
claimed, and honors are awarded to such as have been most
distinguished for good conduct, d.iligence and proficiency.
On completion of the Classical Course, the degree of A. B. is
conferred upon those who, on examination, are found deserving
of that distinction. Subsequently the degree of A. M. can be
obtained by devoting a second year to the study of Philosophy in
the Institution, or two years to a learned profession. Students of
the Commercial Course receive an honorary certificate on com-
pletion of the course.
Every candidate for admission who is not personally ac-
quainted with some member of the Faculty, must produce proper
testimonials of a good moral character. If he comes from an-
other College, he will be required to present a certificate of good
stand.ing in the institution which he has left.
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J
Quarterly reports are sent to the parents or guardians of the
students, to inform them of the conduct and improvement of their
sons or wards.
Punctual attendance is earnestly recom mended. Parents are
regularly informed of the non-attendance of their sons, who, in
case of absence, are invariably required to hri ng a note of excuse
to the Vice-President. In order that the lessons may be prepared
with proper assiduity, parents are requested to insist on their sons
studying at home for two or three hours every. evening. When
students are to be withdrawn from the institution, due notice
should be given to the President.
The College is open every morning at half-past seven o'clock.
Those who come before the time of class proceed at once to the
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are
required to be present five minutes before half-past eight o'clock,
at which hour the Catholic students hear Mass. At nine o'clock
A. M. the regular exercises of class commence, closing at three
o'clock P. M.
N one are received as boarders in the College.
For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedience,
assiduous application, and blameless conduct are required of every
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential points renders
the offender liable to effective correction, and even to dismissal, if





The Study Hall is open for students at 7:30 A. M. At 8:30 all
the Catholic students hear Mass. Classes begin at 9 o'clock, and,
with an intermission of fifteen minutes, go on till noon. Half an
hour is then allowed for lunch. Classes are resumed at 12:30 P. M.,
and, with an interm,i-ssion of ten minutes, go on till 3:00.
t(germs.
As the Institution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent for
its support on the fees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months, for all classes, $60.00.
Students of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, for the use
of the apparatus, pay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5.00.
Certificates for the completion of the Commercial Course,
$5.00•
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in advance.
The account for tuition dates from the day of the student's entrance.
No deduction is allowed for absence, save in case of dismissal or
protracted illness. The session is divided into quarters, beginning
respectively about the 1st of September, the 15th of November,
the 1St of February, and the 15th of April.
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!lc~now[ed87Tlents.
The President and Faculty wish to express their grateful
acknowledgment for the following donations:
CHAPEL.
URSULINE ACADEMY, Brown Countj'.-Altar Linen; Stoles.
MRS. M. POLAND.-Altar Furniture; Surplices.
MRS. E. METz.-Altar Furniture; Vestments; Surplices; Cassocks for
Acolytes.
GENERAL LEWIS SEASONGOOD.-Oll Painting.
MRS. M. DORAN, Toronto, Canada.-Bequest of Five Hundred Dollars.
LIBRARY.
MRS. M. POLAND-Magazines; Library Fittings.
ALT.ISON DRAKE, A.M., Ph.D. - "Authorship of the West Saxon
Gospels."
A FRIEND.-Works of Thomas Moore.
RT. REV. THOMAS S. BYRNE, D.D.-" Man from a Christian Point of
View."
ACADEMY OF THE SACRED HEART, Cliflon.-Life of V. Mother Barat;
Maxims of V. Mother Barat.
REV. J. G. VENEMAN.-Grotius, Jus BeIli et Paeis, Edit. ExempL, 1704;
P. Cornelii Severi Aetna, etc., Edit. 1703. C. Pedonis Albinovani Elegiae,
Edit. 1703.
JAMES J. WEILER.-Vesperale Romanum.
U. S. WAR DEPARTMENT.-Index Catalogue of the Library of the
Surgeon-General's Office, Vol. XV.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.-Compendium of the Eleventh Cen-
sus, Part II.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.-U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey publica-
cations.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.-Weather Bureau; Maps; Reports.
BUREAU OF EDUCATIoN.-Current Publications; Commissioners' Re-
ports.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.-Consular Reports ~ Commissioners' Reports;
Foreign Relations, etc. .
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.-Register, 1894.
U. S. SENATE.-Committee on Finance; Indexed Tariff Acts; Com-
plete Set of Replies to Tariff Enquiries.
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER.-Book-stand.
UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS.-"Judaism at the
World's Parliament of Religions."
REV. JOHN WRIGHT.-" Eal'1y Bibles of America."
WARREN HOLDING, ESQ.-"Many Moods," Poems by W. Holding.
HON. J. H. W ALKER.-Speeches.




SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY.-Publications.
ANTIVIVISECTION SOCIETy.-Books and Pamphlets.
INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF STATISTIcs.-Biennial Reports.
MAYNARD, MERILL & Co.-French and German Texts.
MR. ADAM SCHMITT.-Publications of the American Book Co.
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.-Bulletins of Experiment Station.
NEBRASKA STATE SURVEY.-Reports.
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIc.-Reports.
CINCINN ATI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.-Forty-fifth Annual Report.
H. E. DR. ZEBALLOS, Argentine Minister.-Message of the President;
Literary Sketches of Argentine Writers; "Arbitration on Missions."
MR. THOMAS J. MURPHY.-U. S. Postal Guide.
ELDRIDGE & BROTHER.--Publications.
MUSEUM.
MR. ALPHONSE L. FISCHER.-Xylophone.
MR. LAWRENCE POLAN D.-Electrical Appliances.
REV. JOHN KIELY, S. ].-Specimens of Nickel Ore from Ontario,
Canada.
MR. JOSEPH B. VERKAMP.-Iudian Bow and Arrows.
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Courses ~f Instruction.
There are two courses of Instruction, the Classical and the
Commercial.
I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.
The Classical Course is designed to impart a thorough liberal
education. In the accomplishment of this purpose the ancient
classics hold the first place, as the most efficient instrument of
mental discipline. Besides Latin, Greek, and English, the Course
embraces Religious Instruction, Mental, and Moral Philosophy,
Astronomy, and Mathematics, History, Literature, the Natural
Sciences-in a word, all the usual branches of a complete educa-
tion. It has been found by long experience that this is the only
Course that fully develops all the faculties, forms a correct taste,'
teaches the student how to use all his powers to the best advan-
tage, and prepares him to excel in any pursuit, whether profes-
sional or commercial.




The object of this class is to form the mind to habits of cor-
rect reasoning and to impart sound principles of mental and
moral philosophy.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION-Wilmer's Hand Book. Lectures
in Explanation.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS-Russo's Summa Philosophica.
For reference: Hill, Storyhurst Series, Poland, Coppens.
ETHICS-Jouin's Elemen ta Philosophire Moralis. For refer·
ence: Hill, Russo, Poland, Storyhurst Series, Liberatore's
Political Economy.
MATHEMATIcs-Differential and I ntegral Calculus.
ASTRONOMY-Young's Elements of Astronomy.
SCIENcE-Special Course, two hours a week.
LITERATuRE-Special Course, two hours a week.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
CIRCLES AND SPECIMENS.
CLASS OF RHETORIC.
The object of this class is the study of Oratory and Historical
Composition.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wilmer's Hand Book. LectureR in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
ModelS-1st Term: Cicero--Pro Lege Manilia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Term: Cicero-One of the following orations:
In Catilinam, Pro Marcello, Pro Ligario.
Tacitus-Selections.
Horace-Select Epistles and Satires.
Practice-Latin Themes; Original Compositions; Imitations
of Models; Off-hand translation of Latin iuto
English, and of English into Latin.
etREEK.
jJ£odels-rst Term: Demosthenes-Olynthiacs or Philippics.
Select passages into Latin.
2nd Term: St. Chrysostom-Eutropius; and one of
the following plays: Sophocles-CEdipus Tyranus
or Antigone; or L'Eeschylus-Prometheus Bound;
or a speech of Demosthenes or Chrysostom.
Practice--Themes; Imitations; Anthology for reference.
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ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Oratorical Composition; History. For
reference: Q!.lintilian, Kleutgen, Blair.
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-Orators and Historians.
Models-The best specimens of British and American Orators
and Historians.
Practice-Imitations; Original Com positions-Oratorical,
Poetical, Historical. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra from Equations
of First Degree to end.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytical Geometry.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Constitution and Government of the United
States.




The object of this class is the cultivation, in a special manner,
of taste, sentiment and style, which is to be effected chiefly by the
study of the best poets.
EVIDENCES OF REI.IGION.
Wilmer's Hand Book. Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody repeated and finished.
ModelS-1st Term: Virgil's ..iEneid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections from Christian Poets.
2nd Term: Virgil's ..iEneid.
Horace's Ars Poetica.
Selections from Christian Poets.
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Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imitations;
Original Exercises in prose: Off·hand Translations.
GREEK.
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody. Anthology for reference.
Models-1st Term: Homer's Iliad.
2nd Term: Homer's Iliad; Lyric Poets.
Praetice-Themes.
ENCJL.lSl.l.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Nature and
Varieties of Poetry, including Epic and Dramatic;
Beauty; Sublimity; Taste; Novels; Essays. Kleut-
gen, Broeckaert, etc., for referen ceo
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-Po'ets, Novelists, Essayists.
Models-Specimens of Dramatic, Lyric, Elegiac and Didactic
Poetry.
Practice-Imitations, Original exercises in Poetry and Essay-
writing. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS.
1St Term: 'Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry.








The object of this class is to train the students in the minor
species of Composition; Narration, Description, Dialogue, Letter-
writing.. Comparative Grammar is made a special feature.
Versification is begun.
[8 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-1st Term: Syntax repeated with all notes, etc.
Prosody begun.




Cicero-Extracts from Minor Works.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and in imitation of Authors;
Verse-making; Off-hand translation.
URBEK.
PreceptS-1st Term: Yenni-Etymology and Syntax re-
peated with all notes, etc. Anthology for reference.
2nd Term: Yenni-Comparative Grammar.
Models-1st Term: Palaephatus; Plutarch.
2nd Term: Xenophon; Old and New Testamen t.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and Authors.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Style, Varieties
of Style, Minor Species of Prose Composition, viz.,
Narration, and Description, Dialogues, etc. English
Versification.
Models-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in
Prose and Verse.




I st Term: Wen tworth's Geometry, three books.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Geometry, completed.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTOHy-Ancient, Fredet.
ELOCUTION- One hour a week.
BOOK. KEEPING.
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
Besides being- a preparation for the Collegiate Course, this
department aims at imparting- such an education as is usually
given by the High Schools and Academies. It comprises three
classes.
FIRST ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to complete the study of Grammar,
and to perfect the student in the simpler forms of compos~tion
begun in the preceding class.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-rst Term: Yenni's Syntax from moods and tenses
to the end, excluding more difficult notes.
2nd Term: Syntax of first term repeated, with notes
entire and frequent drill.
Models-r st Term: Cicero-Extracts, Letters.
2nd Term: C::esar.
Practice-Original themes on Syntax and Authors.
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(IUBE'K.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Matter of preceding year reo
peated, adding exceptions; contract nouns and verbs,
verbs in IU, etc., to Syntax excluded.
2nd Term: Yenni-Repetition of more difficult parts
of Etymology; Syntax without notcs.
A1odets-Aesop, Hierocles, Lucian.
P,-actice-Easy cxerciseH in formation of verbs, etc.
HNULlb'1J.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Elements of
Composition; Words, Sentences, Punctuation; Fig-
ures, Epistolary Composition.
~fodcls-Selectionsillustrative of pI ecepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra to Fractions
included.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Fractions
to Radical Expressions included.
ACCIJ:SSOH Y nIL\ NCll ES.
HrsToRy-Fredet's Modern.
GEOGHAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,
and Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANsHIP-Daily practice.
SECOND ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to acq uire skill ill parsing, readiness
in the analysis and construction of sentences, and facility of ex-
pression, by means of translation and the si m pIer forms of Com·
position. Greek is begun in the second term.
CHIUSTIAN DOCTHINE.






Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Repetition from lists of Per-
fects and Supines; Syntax as far as Moods and
Tenses, without notes and exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax repeated, with
notes and exceptions.
Models-1st Term: Historia Sacra.
2nd Term: Yenni-Fables and Dialogues.
Practice-1St Term: Easy Themes. Constant drill on
English and Latin forms of verbs.
2nd Term: Arnold.
OREEK.
(Begun at the opening of the second Term.)
Precepts-Yenni's Grammar, as far as regular Verbs included,
omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.
Practice-Constant drill on Nouns, Adjectives, and regular
Verbs. Easy Themes.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy compositions, Daily exercises in Reading and
Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to the end.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES,
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern-Beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher - South and
Central America and Europe.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
PENMANsHIP-Daily Practice.
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THIRD ACADEMIC.
In this class the study of L"atin is begun. The object of this
class is, by constant and thorough drill, to familiarize the student
with the elements of Grammar, both Latin and English, and to
begin their application in short and easy themes and compositions.
CHIUSTIA N DOCTHIN EOo




Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-To list of Perfects and Supines,
omitting the exceptions.
2nd Term: Same matter repeated, including principal
exceptions; and as far as Syntax. Easier rules of Syntax.
Models-2nd Term: Historia Sacra.
Practz'ce-Easy themes. Constant drill on English and
Latin forms of Verbs.
ENOLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology. Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises 011 Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
Reading-Excelsior Fifth Reader. Daily practice.
Spelling-Reed's Word Lessons. Daily practice.
AHITIIMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions repeated; Metric System; Four cases of Percentage.
2nd Term: Percentage, with application to Discount.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-United States History! Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-From beginning
to Central America.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily practice.
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II. THE COMMERCIAL COURSE.
This course offers to those who do not wish to avail them-
selves of a regular classical training, the means of acquiring a
good English or Commercial education. It embraces Book-
keeping, an ample course of Arithmetic, with the elements of
Algebra; and to a complete Grammar course, it adds the study of
Style, the principles and practice of the minor species of Compo-
sition, especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious Imtruc-




Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-Figures,Varieties of Style,
Letter-writing, Narration and Description, Novels,
etc.
Models-Specimens of minor Composition in Prose and
Verse.
Practice-Exercises in minor species of Composition, espe-
cially Letter-writing, with particular attention to
Business Letters.
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.
1st Term: Practical Arithmetic applied to Business transac-
tions; Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, to Fractions included.
2nd Term: Practical Arithmetic; Wentworth's Elements,
from Fractions to Radical Expressions included.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.




ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP.
SECOND COMMERCIAL CLASS.
CHRISTIA N DOCTHIN E.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part III.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-Beginning to Figures of
Speech.
Models-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original exercises, including easier
forms of Letter-writing, with special attention to
sentence-building, punctuation, etc.
AIUTHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Repeated from Fractions.
Special attention to business transactions.
2nd Term: Work of the 1st Term continued. Copious
exercises from other authors.
ACCESSOHY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-FredeCs Modern-From beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Stanuard Higher-Asia, Africa,
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
BOOK-KEEPING.
COMMERCIAL LAW.





Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLl'SH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy compositions. Daily Exercises in Reading and
Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1St Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
zd Term: Ratio to end. Copious exercises from other
authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-South and Cen-
tral America, Europe. United States reviewed in
studying History.
BOOK-KEEPING.








Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymolog-y and Analysis of Sen-
tences.
JJ£odels-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct nse
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
READING-Excelsior Fifth Reader, and all books used in class.
Daily practice.
SPELLING-Reed's Word Lessons, and other bool{s used in
class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions; Metric System; Four Cases of Percentage; Fractions
included.
2nd Term: Percentage, with application to Discount. Copi-
ous exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Gilmour's Bible History.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-From beginning
to Central America.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
'pENMANsHIP-Daily practice.
P·REPARATORY CLASS.
The object of this class is to introduce younger pupils to the
study of the first principles of grammar, chiefly by class-drill, to
form them to habits of attention and application, and thus pre-
pare them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Requirements for entering this class are:-
1st.. The applicant must know how to read, write and spell
creditably.
2nd. He should know Arithmetic as far as Long Division
included.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English.
Models-From reader and other sources.
Practice-Object Lessons. Easy Compositions. Daily Ex·
ercises from Whitney and Knox's Elementary 1...<:s-
sons, Part 1.
ARITHMETIC.
Ray's New Practical. Long Division'\o Common and 1)('ci~
mal Fractions included. Copious exercises from other sources




SPELLING-Reed's Word Lessons. Exercises also frorn






VOCAL CULTURE AND GESTURE DRILL-The whole Held of
Elocution, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding years.
Rendition chiefly of Oratorical and Dramatic Selections.
SECOND CLASS.
(Humanities and First Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Power, Stre~s, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and Waves.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
GESTURE-DRILL-More difficult posItIOns; Complex gest.
ure~; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Expression of the
passions.
THIRD CLASS.
(First Academic and Second Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Inflection of Words and Sentences; Pauses and Cadences; Qual-
ities of Voice.
GESTURE.DRILL-Combinations of simpler gestures and
movements; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of less elementary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(Second Academic and Third Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of matter of preceding year;
Breathing exercises; Articulation; Pronunciation; Concert~drill.
GESTURE-DRILL-Position and Movement; Varieties of
simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FIFTH CLASS.
(Third Academic and Fourth Commercial)
VOCAL CULTURE-Breathing Exercises; Articulation; Pro-
nunciation of Vowels and Consonants; Concert-drills.
GESTURE-DRILL-Positions in Reading and Declamation;
Simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert· drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FRENCH AND GERMAN.
The study of French or German is optional in either course.




The object of the Association is to promote social intercourse
and mutual assistance among its members, by meetingR, annual
banq uets, and the formation of societies for various purposes under
the Association; and to further the welfare of St. Xavier College.
The membership consists of active and honorary members.
The active members are: (a) Regular Gi'aduates of the Clas-
sical Course; (b) Adoptive Alumni; (c) ex-Students of the Col-
legiate Department whose classes have grarluated; (d) Those who
received the certificate, of Commercial Course and who are
twenty-one years of age.
The honorary members shall consist of those on whom the

















REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S. J.
- DR. THOMAS P. HART.
HENRY A. BARNHORN.
ADAM B. WILSON.















DR. JAMES S. CORBETT.
3° ST. XAVIER COLLIH:iE.
LIST OF MEMBERS.










Bealer, Rev. George C.
Berning, Joseph
Bickett, C. A.












Calmer, Rev. Henry M.
Carbery, John J.
Cash, Denis F.







Connor, Rev. Robert G.
Corbett, Dr. James S.




































Greiwe, Dr. John E.
Grimm, Dr. Adolph
Hart, Dr. Thomas P.
Haydel, Dr. Francis L.












Hoppe, Dr. Herman H.
Hurley, Edward.
Jacobs, Charles M.




















































































Ryan, Rev. William B.
Schmidt, Frederick A.
Schmitt, Adam














































Wittkamp, Dr. Theodore M.











Sodality of the Immaculate Conception, B. V. M.
OUGANIZED DECEMBER 8TH, 1841.
33
This Sodality has for its object the promotion of filial love
towards the Mother of God, and the practice of virtue and piety
among its members. The Director is appointed by the Faculty,
the other officers are elected by the members. It has a library of
800 volumes.
Senior Division.
REV. JOSEPH F. RIGGE, S. J., Director.
RICHARD V. RYAN, Prefect.
JOHN H. GROLI-IG, 1st Assista1zt.
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN, 21Zd Assistmzt.
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER, Secretary.
EDWARD ]. MACKE, Treasurer.
ALBERT G. FETH,} Sacristans.
OTTO B. AUER,
CONSULTORS:







REV. EDWARD J. HANHAUSER, S. J., Director.
MARK A. CAIN, Prefect.
LEDYARD W. MITCHELL, 1st Assistmzt.
JOSEPH CONRATH, 2nd Assista1tt.
JOHN A. CONRARD, Secretary.
LRO A. FRIGGE, 1 TreaSltrers.
THEODORE A. SEBASTIANI, J
BERN ARD H. BRUNS, } Sacristans.
JOSEPH A. BROERMANN,
HERMAN J. THUMAN,} M d lB· ~
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ACOLYTHICAL SOCIETY.
The principal object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to Divine Worship, by an accurate observance of the
liturgic rites and ceremonies; as also to afford Catholic Students,




































ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY
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Was organized under the present name in I84I. Its object is to
foster a taste for eloq lIenee, history and general literature. The
members assemble in their hall every week for debates or for









































This Society prepares its members by declamations, essays
and easy debates for the more elaborate exercises of the Philo-
pedian Society, and thus aims at the same end.
OFFICERS:
First Tenn.
























THE GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
37
Was organized October 5th, 1868.
and by means of debates, essays
affords its members an opportunity
in the use of the German language.
It holds its meetings weekly,
and oratorical compositions,
of acquiring ease and fluency
OFFICERS:
First Ter'llZ.
REV. FERDINAND MOELLER, S. J.,
FREDERICK H. RICHTER,
LOUIS J. ESTERMAN,
BERN ARD ]. WUELLNER,
GEORGE E. BRILL,
FREDRRICK A. MEYER,
BERN ARD J. PECKSKAMP,
BERNARD J. RATERMAN,
FRANCIS J. McMECHAN,
OTTO B. A UER,
FREDERICK A. GOSIGEJ{,
Second Term.




BERN ARD J. PECKSKAMP,
























Was established in 1848. It possesses 3000 volumes of select
works in the various departments of English Literature, and is
open to the members twice a week.
In connection with the Library is a commodious reading.room
which affords those resorting to it, ample opportunities of becom-
ing acquainted with the current news, and of forming sound
opinions upon all important questions. The leading Catholic
journals, home and foreign, magazines, reviews and a numerous
collection of works of reference, are daily at the service of the
members:
OFFICERS:
REV. JAMES J. CORBLEY, S. J.,




































THE ST. XAVIER COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
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Was organized on March I I, 1884. The object of this Society is
to give its members an opportunity of improving themselves in
vocal music, and to contribute to the appropriate celebration of
Religious and Literary Festivals. iIlI
OFFICERS:
First 7erm. Second Term.
THOMAS. A. NOLAN, S. J., . . President . . THOMAS A. NOLAN, S. J.
PROF. ANDREW J. BOEX,. . • Director. . PROF. ANDREW J. EOEX.
FREDERICK A. MEYER,. • Vice-President. JOHN V. USHER.
RICHARD V. RYAN,. • Secreta?'y. . . LOUIS J. KEMPHUES.
WILLARD J. TAYLOR, • Treasure?' . BERNARD J. PECKSKAMP.
MARTIN A. HIGGINS, .• } { . JOSEPH W. WIRSCH.
Custodia11s.
STEPHEN R. HOLLEN, • . JOHN G. VERKAMP.
THE GYMNASIUM.
Believing that for a student a sound body is necessary to a
sound mind, the Faculty, in planning the new building, provided
an ample gymnasium. It bas been thoroughly equipped. To
prevent the danger arising from imprudent exercise, and to afford
an opportunity for systematic, scientific and physical, as well as
mental development, a competent instructor has been secured.
OFFICERS:


















~ttglt.e.b.e~n .b.e~ @.e:utfdJ.en ~l:tll:.b.emi.e~
Montag, den 25. Februar, 1895, Abcllds 8 Uh?~,
ilt i).ex- ~.en't.orilll ~ LlU.e+
PROGRAMM.
1. THEIL.
" Saengergrusz " , . , .. , , . , ' , ,
• St. Caecilia Maennerchor.
Posse in einem Aufzuge von Wilhelm Kammerer.
PEHSONEN:
., ..... , ..... Lolli'
. .. ,Bernhard J. Pcckskamp
.................. Heinrich J. Bailer
........... Lon~nz n. Schroeder
J Georg E. Brill
. l Ludwig J. Kemphues
. Friedrich Richter
Stern, Doktor , ,., Johann P. Grollig
Schnick, dessen Diener .. , Ludwig J. Estermann
Sorglich, Stern's Schwager , " Bernhard J. Ratermann
Wellner, Kanzlist Lorenz E. Menge
Senft, Schneider , , .. Hubert F. Brockmann
Spenser, Bauer , Georg E. Brill
Zoepfi, Bandit , ,... . .. ,Bernhard J. vVuellncr
Troll, Gerichtsdiener.............. . .. , , Ludwig J. Kempbucs
Ein Knabe. . "Joseph F. Nurre
Violin 8010-" Nocturne," , , ' .. ' , ...........•................ . Chofin
Herr Clarence Butz.
II. THEIL.
Posse in 7.wei Al1fzl1egen von J. Stdnhauer.
PERSONEN:
Spuernas, Polizist "" . ' .
Wemlel, Nachtwaechter ,.,
Martin, Bauer. . . . . . .. ' ' .
Ehrlich, }
Schwindel, Hentner .




. Herr J. E. Froendhoff
"Abendgloeckleiu," , . . .. FellI
Die Hcrrn F. E. Egbers, Ludwig Schmidt unci St. Caecilia Maenncrchor.
Dirigent des 51. Cecilia Maennerchos, Prof. A. Boex.
Empfangs.Comlllittee: Otto Auer, Frnnz McMecken, Albert Fox, Theodor Wittkamp,
Friedrich A. Meyer, Friedrich Baurichter.




Montag, I5len April, 1895, Abends 8 Uhr,
1M COLLEGIUM.
PROGRAMM:
Einleitung Hochw. F. A. Moeller, S. J.
Willkommen ,. Hochw. A. J. Burrowes, S. J.
TOASTE:
Toastmeister, A. J. Dittrich, '89.
Die Deutsche Akademie Hochw. L. Nau, '90
Unsere Muttersprache, J. T. Ottke, '84
Eht:malige Mitglieder J. Grollig, '95
Violin Solo .. J. L. Fritsch, '93
A.lm~ Ma:er Hochw. F. J. Knipper, '90
CIncInnatI F. E. Mackentepe, '86
Die Deutsche Presse ]. Schuster, '74
.J;ectllres 6y tlie qacu[fg and tlie !l[umni,
IN MEMORIAL HALL.
MONDA YS, 8 P. M.
October 15-" Life in an Old-fashioned Town," Rev. John N. Poland, S.J.
October 29-" The Law of Every-day Life," William A. Byrne, A.M.,
LL.B., '75.
November 12-" The Chemistry of Water," Rev. Joseph F. Rigge, S.].
November 26-" The Jesuit," Rev. Alexander J. Burrowes, S. J.
December 10-" Joan of Arc," Rev. James J. Corbley, S.J..
January 7-" The Dramatic in English Literature," Louis B. O'Shaugnessy,
A.M., '63.
January 21-" The Soul of Celtic Song," Thomas P. Hart, M.D., Ph.D., '86.
February 4-" The Prosecution of Criminals," William Littleford," A.M.,
LL.B., '80.
February 18-Washington, (Literary and Musical Exercises,) The Alumni.
March 4-" Great Talkers," William C. Wolking, A.M., '83·
March 18-" How a Newspaper is Made," William J. Tobin, A.M., LL.B.,'SI.
March 25-" The Mysteries of Sound," Rev. Joseph F. Rigge, S. J.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
A. M. D. G.
$£. ~avier -afll71111i !issociafiol1,
MEMORIAL HALL,
February 18, 1895.




Music-Trio-Piano and Violins-"Air" (Dancla,) Joseph L. Fritsch
Alphonse L. F.ischer
Address':""'" The Day We Celebrate," Frederick E. Mackentepe




Song-" Moonlight Serenade," (Boex,)















Music-Tria-Piano and Violins-Valse, "LilMelodie," Joseph L. Fritsch
. Alphonse L. Fisher
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
SEVENTH ANNUAL
Y3anquet of {fie !1ft17nni !1ssociatio11,
GRAND HOTEL,

















Rev. Alexander ]. Burrowes
Louis E. Levassor




Dr. J. S. Corbett.









Memorial Hall, April 16, 1895.
PROGRAMME.
Piano Solo . John V. Usher
THIRD ACADEMIC AND FOURTH COMMERCIAL.
" Guilty or Not Guilty,"
" Malibran and The Young Musician,"
'I Calling of the RoU,"
" Somebody's Mother,"
" The Forester of Hepburn,"
"The Wreck of the Hesperus,"


















FIRST ACADEMIC AND THIRD COMMI<:RCIAL.
"Tom,"
" Battle of Lookout Mountain,"
"Mona's Waters,"






Alphonse Fischer and Jno. Usher
POETRY,
"The Vagabonds,"
" The Chariot Race,"
How Nero Won the Race,









Mr. Leo Cloud, '76, Mr. William Fox, '8S,
Mr. Ledyard Lincoln, '80, Mr. Frederick Mackentepe, '86,
Mr. Francis Moorman, '80.
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
Conlest 111 elocution alld Grato,.!}.




Piano Solo, John V. Usher
FIRST COMMERCIAL AND HUMANITIES.
" Keenan'l:i Charge,"
"The Dying Alchemist,"







Song, College Glee Club
Theme: The Work of our Distinguished Catholics of America












Rev. Louis A. Tieman,
Mr. Michael Corcoran, '82, Mr. Charles Beilker, '90,
Mr. Anthony Dunlap, '90 , Mr. Lawrence Poland, '85·
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
$t. :j1avier College :;[iCf}ister of $tudents.
NAME.
ABELE, CARL T ..
ALBERS, HENRY L .
AMBROSE, JOHN C ..
AMBROSE, ROBERT M .
AMBSLER, WILLIAM L .
ANDERSON, JAMES G ..
ARKENAU,JOHN H ..
A UER, OTTO B. .. .
BACK, FRgDERICK C ..
BACK, JOSEPH J ..
BAILER, HENRY J .
BANAHAN, JOSEPH M .
BANKEMPER, WILLIAM F .
BARDO, THOMAS S ..
BARTELS, FREDERICK H ..
BASSMAN, FREDERICK B ..
BATSCHE, FREDERICK H ..
BAURICr-ITER, FREDERICK B ..
BAURICHTER, JOSEPH H .
BECKER, ELMAR P ..
BEITZER, JOHN J .
BERENS, EUGENE L .
BERKEMEYER, EDWARD B ..
BERNENS, EDWARD J , .
BERNENS, JOHN A ..
BISSMEYER, LOUIS H ..
BLAKELY, STEPHENS L ..
BLAKELY, PAUL L ..
BORGMANN, HENRY J . ..
BORO, CHARLES A .



































BOUSCAREN, LINCOLN l' . .
BREHM, ANDREW ..
BRILL, GEORGE E......... .. .
BRITT, CHARLES J .
BROCKMANN, l-IENRY A ..
BROCKMANN, I-IuBERT F ..
BROCKMAN, JOSEPH H ..
BRODBERGER, JOHN B ..
BROERING, JULIUS G. . ..
BROERMAN, JOSEPH A ..
BROXTERMANN, ALOYSIUS C ..
BRUNS, BERNARD Ii: ..
BUDDEKE, JOHN A .
BUDDEKE, WILLIAM R .
BUENGER, HENRY C ..
CAIN, MARK A .
CARL, WALTER A ..
CARROLL, PATRICK J ..
CASH, CORNELIUS W .. ..
CASH, JOSEPH ..
CASSELMAN, ANTHONY Ii: ..
CASSIDY, PAUL F .
CLARK, WILLIAM ' .
CLOUD, CHARLES 1-1 ' ..
CLOUD, LOUIS] .
COLLOPY, LEO ] ..
COMERFORD, JOHN L , ..
COMERFORD, MICHAEL E ' .
CONCANNON, JOHN P ' .
CONNAUGHTON, JOHN B .
CONNOLLY, GERALD J ..
CONNELLY, JOHN J .
CONRARD, JOHN A ..
CONRARD, JULIUS A , .
CONRATH, JOSEPH .
COONEY, THOMAS D .
CORCORAN, JOHN J ' ..
CORCORAN, JOSEPH E .
COUPE, FRANCIS J , , .
CREED, JEROME D ..
CRONE, LEO L ..
CROTTY, JAMES J ' ..
CROTTY, WILLIAM A , ..

















































DAVIS, HERBERT C ..
DAVIS, LEO A ..
DEASY, JOHN A .
DEASY, WILLIAM P ..
DILLON, JOHN B .
DITTRICH, JOSEPH H ..
DOERING, CHARLES J ' ..
DOHAN, JOSEPH M ..
DOHAN, THOMAS A .
DOHERTY, CHARLES E ..
DOLLE, WALTER P .
DONOVAN, WILLIAM .
DOOLEY, JOSEPH W .
DOWNS, BENJAMIN .
DREHER, JOHN F ' .
DREYER, OSCAR J .
DRUCKER, CHARLES J .
DUDLEY, HENRY J ..
DULWEBER, BERNARD T ..
EGER, WILLIAl\!I M .
EICHER, WILLIAM A ..
ELLIOTT, ED'\"ARD R '........ . ..
ENNEKING, LAWRENCE F '
ESTER MANN, LOUIS J ..
EWALD, CHRISTIAN J .
EWALD, FRA~'IS J" ' '
,li'ARFSING, HENRy ..
FARRELL, JOHN R .
FARRELL, THOMAS F ..
FARRELL, THOMAS M .
FELTHAUS, VINCENT H .
FERGUSON, JOHN 1-1. .
FETH, ALBERT G ..
FETH, GEORGE J " ..
FETTIG, JOSEPH P .
FINN, JOHN B .. ' ' ..
FISCHER, ALPHQNSE L ..
FLANAGAN, LOUIS J ..
FLYNN, JOSEPH T , ..
FLYNN, THOMAS J , ..
FOGARTY, THOMAS E ..
FOLEY, LEO E " ..
Foss, FRANCIS X......... .. ..
















































Fox, BERNARD J ' ..
Fox, JOSEPH E ' ..
FOY, WILLIS H .
FRIGGE, LEO M ' ..
GALLAGHER, EDWARD P ' ..
GEOGHEGAN, THOMAS M ..
GEOGHEGHN, WILLIAM A ..
GERDES, EDWIN G ..
GrESKEMEYER, FRANCIS J .
GIESKEMEYER, HENRy , ..
GLANDORF, ALBERT E ..
GLANDORF, FIENRY J ..
GOSIGER, FREDERICK A .
GOSIGER, PAUL A ' ..
GREIWE, HENRY J .
GRIMMELSMAKN, HENRY F ..
GROLLIG, JOHN H ..
GROLLIG, JOSEPH E ..
GROTE, ALOYSIUS C ' .
GROTE, EDWARD C , .
GUNTHER, OSCAR N ..
HAAS, JACOB T ..
HABIG, EDWARD H ..
HAGERTY, JOHN M ..
HALPIN, DENIS M ..
l-IAMMELRATH, MATTHIAS J .
HARIG, GEORGE l-1 ..
HARTKE, FRANCIS A .
HAUSMAN, EDWARD A ..
HEGGE, CI-IARLES J , ..
HEHMAN, FRANCIS G .
l-1EISEL, WILLIAM A .
l-1ENGEHOLD, LEO J , .
HERKING, JOHN G .
HERRON, JOSEPH A .
HEUEL, GEORGE ..
HICKEY , JAMES H ..
HICKEY, JAMES B ' ' .
HICKEY, JOHN E .
HIGGINS, MARTIN A .
HOFFMAN, EUGENE C ..
HOGAN, THOMAS H ' .
HOLLEN, STEPHEN R , .

















































I-IoppIr., LOUIS.......... .. ..
HUGHES, JOSEl'H J .
I1UGIIES, JOSEPH .
lluNT, EDWARD ..
!·IlJSCHART, IIoMItR 1·1 ..
IHLENDOI~If, WU,I.IAM II ..
1MB US, 1·1 leNR Y J .
j ANSSltN, GEORGE L .
jANSZEN, FRIl:DIl:J{ICI( J ..
J ANS:lEN, I-lENRY .
JOHANNIGMANN, III£NHY P .
JOllANNIGMANN, JOHN G ..
]UETTNER, ALFRED L ..
KAMPHAUS, HENRY .
KAPPEN, HENRY G ..
KATES, PHILIP A .
KEATING, WILLIAM T .
KELLICR, CHARLItS L ..
KELLY, JOSEPH .
KEMPHlJB:S, LOUIS .I ..
KENNEDY, JAMES M '".. .. .
KING, CHARLRS E ..
KIN<7, CLARENCE .
KING, JEREMIAH T ..
KIRK, SYLVI£STER W...... • .
KLKINH:, RA YMOND F .
KN APKE, GEORGE W ..
KNILLE, JOSEPH H ..
KOTTE, WILLIAM G .
KRAMER, FRANCIS F • ..
KREHNBRINK, HENRY G ..
KREIMBERG, I-IENRY F .
KROLLMAN, JACOB J .
KUEBBING, JOSEPH I-I ..
KUER:lE, ROBH:RT (,........... • ..
KUHLMAN, CHARLES F .
KUHLMAN, GEORGE H ..
KUHLMAN, OSCAR S ..
KYTE, JOHN A. . ..
LAMPE, EDWARD B ..
LAMPI£, HENRY J ..
LAMPING, EDWARD P , .
LANIGAN, ROBERT A .
















































LAWLOR, HOEY J ..
LAWLER, THOMAS .
LEan, CASPER M .
LEHANE, TIMOTHY J , " ..
LINNElI'IANN, EDWARD H ..
LINNEMANN, JOSEPH G ..
LOCHTEFELD, VINCENT H ' ..
LOEBKER, ALBERT F ..
LUCKEY, JOHN J .
LURN, CI1ARLES E , ..
MACKE, EDWARD J '
MADDEN, DANIEL P , ..
MAGUIRE, JOHN , ' ..
MAGUIRE, JOSEPH C ..
MANGOLD, MATTHEW II. J. .. .
MARRE, SAMUEl. D .
MARTIN, HENRY A ..
MARTIN, THOMAS J .
MARTIN, WILLIAM J ; .
MCCARTHY, DANIEL J .
McCoY, JOSEPH L ' .
McERLANE, HENRY B .
McFARLAND, JOHN C ..
McKEE, ROGER ..
McMECHAN. FRANCIS J .
McNAMARA, GEORGE F .. , ..
McNAMARA, JOHN W '" .. , .
McNEEVE, FRANCIS E........ .. ..
MCPHILLIPS, HUGH M .
MCPHILLIPS, JOHN E ..
MCSHANE, JAMES P ' ..
MEINERS, BERNARD F ..
MENGE, LAWRENCE E ..
MEYER, FREDERICK A .
MIDDLETON, HENRY ..
MITCHELL, LINCOLN P , .
MITCllELL, LEDYARD W ..
MITCHELL, MARK L .
MOENKEDIEK, LOUIS ..
MOLONEY, JOHN J .
MOLONEY, \VILLIAM J , ..
MOORMANN, FREDERICK K ' ' ..
MORONEY, GEORGE E .















































-------------------_.._._.. __ .. _.
NAME.
MORONEY, jERFtMJAH A .
MORRISON, EDWARD '1' ' ..
MOSER, I~()UIS 13 , ..
MULLANIt., EDWARD () .
MU.LVIIIILI., JOHN J : .
MURPHY, FRANCIS J .
MURPHY,1'HOMAS A .
MUI~I'HY, WII.LIAM ..
MURl~AY, CHARLltH F; ..
MURl~AY. P'RANCIS J ..
MURRAY, MARTIN W .
N RES, Gl£OR<;E A .
NEILAN, JOHN F ..
NIEMAN, JOSEPH ..
NIEMEIER, FREDERICK J " .
NIENABEtR, BERNARD J ..
NURRE, EDW ARD .
NURRE, JOSEPH M .
O'CONNOR, JOSEPH P ..
O'DONNELL, JOSEPH A .
ODENTHAL, LAWRENCE II .
O'l)WYER, JOHN F .
OIJ:LSCHLAOEL, lIJ~NRY J .
O'MALEY, GEORGE .1' .
O'LEARY, W AI.TIf.R ..
ORR, DELVIN G .
OVERBIJ:CK, GEORGl£ A ..
OWltNs, I<~RANcIS X .
OWENS, JOHN L , .
PARKER, '1'H01\1A5 A .
PASSMORE, RICHARD ..
PATTON, RICHARD X......... .. ..
PECK, EnWARD, , .
PECK, WILLIAM J .
PECKSKAMP, BERNARD J .
PETERS, WILLIAM E ..
PHELAN,]AMltS ] .
PIATT, WYK()FI<~ J ' , .
PIEPER, ()TTO A , .
PLAGEMANN, JOSEPH C ..
PLIJ:TZER, I-IENRY A .
PRULLAGE, BERN ARD A , ..
Q.yINN, FRANCIS P ..
















































RATTERMANN, CLARENCE J ..
RECHTIN, I-IENRY T ..
H.. EIDY, JOHN J ..
{{EILLY, CliARLES P .
RRSOR, JAMES I-I .
I~ICB:, WILLIAM I ..
RICHMOND, MAURICE A ..
RICHMOND, WILI.IAM J .
RIel-ITER, FRI':DERICK H .
I~IEF, JACOB J "
ROBERS, CHARLES P ..
ROHDE, ALOYSIUS I-I ..
ROLFES, GEORGE H .
RYAN, RICHARD V .
RYAN, WILLIAM ..
SANGER, JESSE W , .
SCHAEFER, FREDERICK ..
SCHLOCHTERMEYER, CHARLES F .
SCHMOLT, ALBERT F ..
SCIUTTI, WALTER M .
SCHNEIDER, LOUIS J .
SCHNIEDERS, FRANCIS S ..
SHOEMAKER, ANDREW J ..
SCHROEDER, I-:IENRY F .
SCHROEDER, LA WRENCE B .
SCHUH, FRANCIS G .
SHULTE, HENRY J ..
SCHULTZ, A.UTHUR F ..
SCHUSTI~R, JOHN G ..
SCHUTTE JOHN L ..
SCHWEITZER, EUGENE J .
SEBASTIANI, ALOYSIUS J .
SEBASTIANI, 'rI-IEODORE A .
SHANKLIN, RICHARD ..
SHANNON, FRANCIS \V .
SIEMER, BERN ARD J ..
SIERMANN, OTTO H .
SIEVERS, WALTER A ..
SMITH, THOMAS A ..
SPECKER, JOHN B ..
SPELLMIRE, ALFRED G ..
SPELLMIRE, EDW ARJ) D ..
STADERMAN, ALBERT .
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NAME.
STUKENBORG, EDWARD B .
SULLIVAN, EDWARD J ..
SULLIVAN, JOHN E ..
SWEENY, EDWARD A .
SYMMES, ANTHONY C ..
TANSEY, WILLIAM B .
TAYLOR, WIT~LARn J .
TRVEr.UWE, WILLIAM A ..
TIII~IS!iEN, AUGUSTIN&: D ..
THELEN, MARTIN A .
THEMANN, ]OSltPH A .
THOMAS, CHARLIJ:S B ..
THUMAN, HERMAN J .
TINLEY, JOHN A ..
TRACY, JAMES M ..
TRACY, JOSEPH P .
USHER, JOHN V .
VAN LEUNEN, ARTHUR P ..
VERKAMP, JOHN G .
VERKAMP, LF:o F .
VERKAMP, OHCAR] .
WARD, JOHN W .
WEBltR, JOHN F ..
WEBER, CHARLEH A .
WELSH, EDWARD .
WENSTRUP, JOSftPII H ..
WERNER, AUGUHTINE L .
WESSELMAN, ALBERT.. . .
WHITTLE, JAMES B ..
WILKEMEYER, FR EDERICK J .
WILLGING, HENRY A .
WILt.IAMS, JOSEPH .
WILLIAMS, MORGAN W '" ..
WIRSCH, JOSEPH W ..
WITTE, LEON A RD 1-1. .
WITTROCK, AUGUSTIN 1<: ..
WITTKAMP, CLARI<:NCR. .
WITTKAMP, THEODORI<: M .
WOLF, HENRY G ..
WOLPERT, FRANCIS J. ..
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PHILC)SOPHY.
FIRST TERM-LOGIC AND GENERAL METAPHYSICS.
1. Philo&ophy may be defined: The science of all things in their ulti-
mate and most universal causes.
2. Logic is natural and artificial. The latter, which is primarily a science
and not merely an art, is Bub-divided into formal and material or applied,
(Dialectics, Criticism). '
3. The three acts of the mind, with which formal logic is concerned, are
simple apprehension, judgment, reasoning. .
4. In acquiring knowledge we usc attention, abstraction, reflection, asso-
ciation of ideas, analysis, synthesis.
5. We may c)assify ideas according to:
(a) Their Origin, as intuitive, factitious.
(b) Their Representative Perfection, as clear, distinct, complete, ade-
quate.
(c) Their Extel18ion, as singular, particular, collective, universal, trans-
cendental.
(d) The Nature of their object, as geometrical, pure, concrete, abstmct.
6. Words are oral terms, arbitrary signs of ideas.
7. Oral terms are real or logical; !;imple or complex; univocal, equivocal
or analogous.
8. Judgments are mediate or immediate, a priori or a posteriori. We
can not admit Kant's Synthetic a priori judlJl(?l1ls.
9. A proposition is a judgment exp~essed in words. The extension of a
proposition-universal, particular or singular-is referred to as its quantity;
the form-affirmative or negative-is referred to as its quality.
10. Proposition.s may dilfer in quantity and quality; the extension and
comprehension of their terms may also vary.
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I r. Propositions have absolute and relative properties: the relative are
opposition, conversion, equivalence.
12. An argument is reasoning expressed in words. The syllogism, to
which all other forms 'can be reduced, gives us the process of reasoning in the
natural order.
13. In analyzing a syllogism, we must consider the remote and proxi-
mate matter, and the form.
14. The Goriies, dilemma, enthymeme and epichirema, are variations oJ
the syllogism.
IS. The principal kinds of complex syllogisms are the conditional, the
conjunctive and the disjunctive.
16. The rules of the syllogism are reduced to eight, four of which
regard the terms; four, the propositions. They are:
. (a) It must contain three and only three terms.
(b) No term can have a greater extension in the conclusion, than in the
premises.
(c) The middle term must be at least once distributed, i. e., it must be
taken at least once in its whole extension.
(d) The conclusion must never contain the middle term.
(e) A negative conclusion can not follow two affirmative premises.
(f) No conclusion can follow from two negative premises.
(g) The conclusion follows the ler,s worthy premise.
(h) No conclusion follows from two particular premises.
17. We must distinguish between a fallacy and a paralogism. The prin-
cipal fallacies are those of the accident, the qualified and unqualified state-
ment, the consequent, the cause, the question, the reference, objections, beg-
ging the question, evading the question.
18. Truth-conformity between an intellect ami a thing--is metaphys-
ical, logical, and moraL
19. Logical truth-conformity of an intelIect with its object-is found
explicitly and perfectly in judgments, inchoatively and imperfectly in simple
apprehensions.
20. The states of the mind, with regard to truth are ignorance, error
doubt, opinion, certainty.
21. Certainty exists; therefore universal skepticism is absurd.
22. Certainty, if we consider only its positive element, admits of
degrees.
23. Simple apprehension, as such is never false; jUdgments may be.
24. The theory that we acquire certainty only through strict demonstra~
tion is so false that it implicitly.denies the very possibility of demonstration.
25. The external senses, under the requisite conditions and with regard
to their own proper objects are means of acquiring certainty.
26. The veracity of the internal senses, when properly disposed and
rightly applied, should not be doubted.
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27. Real:ioning, which is materially and formally correct, is an infallible
means of acquiring certainty.
28. The intellect, in its immediate analytical judgmentl:i, is free from
error.
29. Human testimony call often furnish us with motives of certainty
regarding contemporaneous eventK which do not fall unuer our own observa
Han.
30. Human testimony can often furnh,h Uh with motives of certainty
regarding past ~vents.
3t. Objective cvidencL:, 1. c., the nece""'iury intelligibility of a thing, is
the ultimate and general criterion of truth-motive of certainty. Hence we
reject the Traditionalism of Huet and DdAIl1111Cnaitl, Uo well Uq the Subject-
ivism of Des Cartes.
32. Keeping in mind the di"tinction between extrinbk and intrinsic possi-
bility, we hold that intrinoic posbibility doelS not ucpend on the Divine power
(Okham), or on the Divine will (Des Cartes).
33. The intrinsic possibility of things depends immediately on the
Divine intellect, remotely on the Divine essence.
34. We have a clear, though generic, idea of efficient causality.
35. The prz'nciple 0) causalt'ly is analytical and absolutely certain.
36. The origin of the world can not be explained by the existence ot
unproduced matter, or by emanation from the Divine substance. Hence the
theories of the Monists must be rejected.
37. The world could come into existence only through creation.
38. Mirack>s are possible.
3C). We have meam; of di6tinguilihing mirac1ef'i from wonders performed
by created agents.
40. The phenomena of mesmerism, hypnotism, spiritism and theosophism
furnish no argument against real miracleo.
SECOND TERM-SPECIAL METAPHYSICS AND ETHICS.
I. Life, ill aclie sec1tndo, consists in immanence of action; in aclte primo,
life is the living substance, the principle of this immanent action.
2. The vital principle is the l:illbstantial form, distinct from matter, and
from all mechanical and chemical force.
3. Brute animals have no intelligence.
4. The human soul, i. e., the principle of life, thought and volition in
man, is a simple substance .
.5. It is, moreover spiritual.
6. Thought so far transcends the powers of matter, that its existence
in mere matter is metaphysically repugnant.
7· The human soul can live after separation from the body.
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8. As a matter of fact, the human soul will live forever after its separa-
tion from the body.
9. The human will enjoys, not only freedom from coercion, but also
freedom of indifference; that is, when all the requisites for action are present,
it can act or not act, and it can so choose one thing that it might have chosen
another.
10. Since it is impossible that everything without exception should be
contingent and produced, it follows that there must be a necessary, unproduced
being, Viz., that Supn:me Being called God. '
I I. The admirable order of the universe manifests the existence of a
Supreme Being, which presides over all things.
12. The universal and constant consent of mankind is such as to prove
the existence of the Supreme Being.
13. No created thing can be the last objective end of man.
14. God is the last objective end of man.
IS. There is an intrinsic difference between moral good and moral evil.
16. There exists a natural law, which is the eternal law manifested to
us by reason.
17. The natural law, considered in itself, is absolutely immutable.
18. No one can be invincibly ignorant of the more general principles of
the natural law.
19. Rights and Duties are correlative terms.
20. Man is bound to give internal and external worship to God.
21. Suicide is a violation of the natural law.
22. Duelling is forbidden by the natural law.
23. Though homicide is forbidden by the natural law, it is sometimes
allowable to kill an unjust aggressor.
24. The right to permanent property, even in land is from nature's law.
25. Prescription, as sanctioned by civil law, is a legitimate means of
acquiring ownership.
26. The main tenet of Radical Socialism-the community of goods-
must be utterly rejected; for it would injure those whom it is intended to
benefit, it would be contrary to the natural rights of mankind, and it would
introduce confusion and disorder into the commonwealth.
27. The natural law requires that the children should succeed to the
property of parents who die intestate. The assertion, that such property is
at the disposal of the State is, therefore, false and destructive of social order.
28. The binding force of laiit wills and testaments comes primarily from
the natural law, not from the State.
29. The social state is natural to man.
30. Savager)7 is not the original condition of the human race, but a
degenerate state.
3I. The bond of matrimony is intended by the law of nature to be per.
petual.
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32. Civil authority can not determine nullifying impediments to matri-
mony; it may, however, puniHh personH who attempt to contract marriage in
violation of the natural law .
33. The origin of civil liodety i1l j.{f·11e1'1I1 mUHt he referred to God.
34. The origin of civil society ;11 tI,e rVflrrclc dependfl on 80me human
contingent fact.
35. Authority if! cfoi8ential to civil society, lUI to every other kind of
society,.
36. Civil authority, considered in it fi(·j f, ill d cri 'lied, not from any Bocial
pact, but from God.
37. The subject of civil authority iH dctct'mincd, not by a law of nature,
but by the human contingent facts, which give ri"e to the particular civil com-
munity, and shape its original law.
38. The ultimate end of civil society ifl God; the proximate end, the
temporal well-being of the citizens.
39. Though civil authority is neceHsary for the human race in general,
there is no precept of the natural law obliging each and every individual to
remain permanently in society.
40. Civil authority has not the right to destroy at pleasure minor associ-
ations which are not illicit in themselves; and it may not confiscate their
property or interfere in their internal administration.
41. Laws which punish indiscriminately aU poor persons who are found
begging, are unjust.
42. Trade-unions and Htrikcs nre not, in themselves, illicit or useless.
4.3. The high sea can not be the property of any nation.
44. War, offensive or defensive. if; sometime,., licit. '
45. The theory of non-intervention, as understood by European politi-
cians, is false.
46. It is not licit to declar~ war against a nation on account of its do-
mestic violations of the natural law, unlesR such violations injure the certain
rights of other nations.
47. A nation has no right to force another to open itf-; ports to commerce.
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?ilie rEifferentia[ and Integra[ Cafcu[us.
FIRST TERM.
6r
Differentials and Differentiation. Algebraic Functions. Transcend-
ental Functions.
2. Successive Differentiation and Development of Functions. Mc-
Laurin's Formula. T.aylor's Formula.
3. Differentiation of Implicit Functions.
4. Application of the Differential Calculus. Tangents. Normals.
Asymptotes. Curvature. Singular Points of Curves. Maxima and Minima.
5. Transcendental Curves.
6. Methods of Integration. Rational and Entire Fractions. Binomial
Integrals. Trinomial Integrals.
7. Integration of Transcendental Differentials.
8. Applications of the Integral Calculus. Rectification. Qyadrature.
Cubature.
9. Application of the Differential and Integral Calculus to Mechanics
and Astronomy.
ro. Notes on Methods ot the Calculus.
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4strollOTllY,
SECOND TERM.
1. Fundamental NoHons and Definitions. Determination of Latitude,
Time, Longitude. The Position of a Heavenly Body.
2. The Earth: Its Form; Rotation; Dimensions; Mass; Weight; Gravi-
tation; Orbital Motion, and its Consequences; Precession; Aberration; The
Seasons and the Calendar.
3. The Moon: Her Motions; Distance; Dimensions; Mass; Density;
Rotation and Libration8; Phases; Physical Conditionii.
4. The Sun: Parallax and Distance; Mass; Rotation; Surface Spots;
Solar Spectrum; Maintenance of Solar heat; Age and Duration of Sun.
5. Eclipses: Solar and Lunar; Ecliptic Limits; The Saros: Occultations.
6. Celestial Mechanics: Laws of Central Force. Kepler's Laws.
Newton's Verification of the Theory of Gravitation. The Tides.
7. The Planets in general: Bode's Law. Elements of a Planet's Orbit.
Determination of their Periods and DistanceI'. Diameters; Masses; Rotation.
The Individual Planets.
8. Stars: Nature; Number; Motions; Spectra; Stellar Parallax. Vari-
able and Multiple Stars.
9. Comets and Meteors: Nature; Orbits.










THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS WA$ CONFERRED UPON
FREDERICK B. BAURICHTER,







THE HIGHEST HONORS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS WERE MERITED BY
JOHN H. GROLL.G.
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
AWARDED AT THIS COMMENCEMENT.







'rHE ST. XAVIER LYCEUM,
'T'HE ST. VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY,










Donor: The Xavier Lyceum.
SUBJEC"T: "The Work of Our Distinguished Catholics of America in
Church and State,"
Contest in f,[ocution.
TH E GOLD MEDAL,
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IN THE THIRD SECTION-SECOND COMMIWCIAL AND
FIRST ACADEMIC CLASSES,
WAS WON BY
JOSEPH J. BACK AND WILLIAM A. GEOGIIEGAN, E4.,.UAL.
NEXT IN MERIT:
PAUL S. CASSIDY AND THOMAS D. COONEY, EQ..UAL.








IN THE FIFTH SECTION-FoURTH COMMERCIAL AND
THIRD ACADEMIC CLASSE(:;,
WAS WON BY













ALBERT G. FETH 1
JOHN H. GROLLIG.
SUBJECT: "The Divinity of the Christian Religion."
THE GOLD MEDAL






SUBJECT: "The work of Our Distinguished Catholics of America in
Church and State."
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CLASSICAL COURSE.
.. ..............•..•.• .•...•.._•.._..... _-_._ .....-
Collegiate Depart rnent.
N. B.-The Premiums for First and Second Honors are determined by
the daily recitatiom and the quarterly competitions of the year. The standard
for the First Honors is 90 per cent., and for the Second (ronon;, 85 per cent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Gold Medal
FOI{ TlIfI: 1IIGIII<.ST AVI·:RA(jl<. IN 1'111<: (;OLLECTIVJ<; BltANCHES OF THE
t:LASS WAS MJ<.IUTI<:D BY
OTTO B. A 1)1<;R.
FIRST HONORS:
II UBI<:RT F. BROCKMANN, ALPHONSE L. FISCHER,
































FRANCIS J. H. McMECHAN.
ORIGINAL· COMPOSITION.
FIRST PREMIUM:







































FOR THR HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE COLLECTIVE BRANCHES OF THE






























JOHN B. CONNAUGHTON, LINCOLN P. MITCHELL,












PRECEPTS AN D LITERATURE.
FIRST PREMIUM:




BERN ARD C. Fox,
DISTINGUISHED:




















BERN ARD C. Fox,
RICHARD V. RYAN.







GERALD J. CONNOLLY, HERBERT C. DAVIS,
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CLASS OF HUMANITIES.
The Gold Medal
FOR THE HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE COLLECTIVE BRANCHES OF THE
































































































A LOYbllJS II. Romm.
IHSTI NOU ISH Itl':
C II A I~ LR S 1'1. C l.CHlD,
RICHAI~n SllANI';:CIN,
HENRY J. GLANDOIUr ,
WII.LIAM CI.ARK,























JOSEPH A. BROERMAN, ROllERT A. LANIGAN,
JOHN F. O'DWYER, JOSEI'll J. BACK,
FRANCIS J. MURRAY.
SECOND HONORS:


















FRANCIS]. MURRAY, JOHN F. O'DWYER.
GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOSEPH A. BROERMAN and JOSEPH CONRATH, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:















JOSEPH CONRATH, PAUL S. CASSIDY.































































HERMAN ]. THUMAN, MARK A. CAIN,
LEO M. FRIGGE.
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.




1>18'1'1 NGU I SII liIl:







DISTING U ISI1 ED:








BIf.RNARD H. BRUNS, CHARLES A. KUHLMAN,
CLEVRS A. SYMMES.
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
1\1 "HK A. CAIN.
CLltVI/,S L. SVMMICS.
IJISTINGU I!o.1I1f.1J:
IhtRMI\N]. THllMAN, LEO M. FIUliGlt,
BKRNAIU) H. BRLNS.




IHSTING lJ ISH ED:





































]OHN G. SCHUSTER and HENRY J. LAMPE, equal.
DI STING UISHED:














































WILLIAM A. CROTTY and MAURICE A. RICHMOND, equal.
DISTING UISHED:












FOR THE HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE COLLECTIVE BRANCHES WAS
MERITED BY























GIWHGE A. N 11:1£5.
SECOND I'HItMIUM:
JOSEPH M. HANAHAN.
DlSTI NG U ISIlItI>:






























L. GUSTAVE BOUSCAREN and WILLIAM E. PETERS, equal.
DISTING UI SHED:
LEO E. FOLEY, GEORGE A. NEES.
JOSEPH M. BANAHAN.
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JOSEPH M. BANAHAN and FRANCIS A. HARTKE, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:



















































































































FRANCIS F. KRAMER, JOSEPH H. BAUIUCHTER,
LOUIS H. BISSMEYER, JOHN P. CONCANNON,
WILLIS H. Foy.
SECOND HONORS:
HENRY T. RECHTIN, HENRY F. GRIMMELSMANN,
GEORGE E. MORONEY, JOSEPH H. KNILLE,









FRANCIS F. KRAMER, LOUIS H". BISSMEYER,








































































WILLIAM P. DEASY, JOSEPH H, BAVRICHTER,
WILLIS H. FOY, JOSEPH H. KNILLE,
JOHN P. CONCANNON, JOHN J. CONNELLY,
FRANCIS S. SCHNIEDERS.
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READING AND SPELLING.
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COMMERCIAL COURSE.
FIRST CLASS.










THOM AS A. SMITH.
THE GOLD MEDAL
FOR EXCELLENCE IN TilE COLLI£CTIVE BRANCHES OF THE FIRST COM-






FOR THE HIGHF:ST AVERAGE IN THE COLLECTIVE BRANCHES OF THE
CLASS WAS MERITED BY
JOHN B. BRODBERGER.
SECOND HONORS:













JOHN B. BRODBERGER and GEORGE JANSSEN, equal.
DISTING UISHED:
WILLIAM F. BANKEMPER, CHARLES A. BORO,















IlISTI NGU ISH Ell:




WILLIAM F. BANKItMI'IH~ and CIIAI{LKS A. BORo, equal.
J>ISTINGUISHgD:
JOHN B. BRODBERGKR, JOSIU'H H. KUEBBING,







JOHN B. BRODBERGIf.R, WILLIAM F. BANKEMPER,








ALOYSIUS C. BROXTERMAN, GEORGE JANSSEN,











FOR THE HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE COLLECTIVE BRANCHES OF THE

















DIS1'INej U ISH ItIl:
JOHN G.JOHANNIGMANN,
MARTIN A. TUELKN,







I>ISTINej LJ IS H R I>:
FRANCIS B. MCNItRVR,
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FOURTH CLASS.
The Bold Medal
FOR THIt 1I1<iHlt!o;T AVIU{AGIt IN Tlilt C{)I.I.T~C1'IVlr. BRANCIIJ1:S Olr THJ~





Fa It.I>ltRICK ], N lItM KmR,






JOlIN G. II RR KINli.
SR:CONll PIU-:MIPM:





































































FOR THE HIGHI;:ST AVERAGE: IN TIll;: COLLRCTIVR BRANCHES OF
TUI!. CLASS WAS MERITEI> BY
JOHN C. McFARLAND.
LOUIS J. 1"LA N ACiAN,
GEOIU;I;: A. OVE1UH;:c..;K.











EDWARD H, LINNEMAN, JOSEPH W. STRATMAN.






























FREDERICK H. BARTELS, LOUIS J. FLANAGAN.






IHSTI NG lJ ISII RIl:












SRCON J) PH. RM ItJ M:
EDWARD A. HAUSMAN.
DISTINGUISlJltn.




























FRANCIS F. KRAMER, HENRY T. RECHTIN,
HENRY J. 1MB US.





lJ It N It y G. W 0 J.If.




I1I':NH Y J. ()J.:LSClILAGICL,






WILLIAM DONOVAN, ]()SIU>II M. BAKAIIAN.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
Cxce[[ent [J)eportment and flJifigence.
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The following students were distinguished for excellent deportment and
















































































































I IOFI~M AN, 1':OGlf.N Ie C.
IIIH;.\N, THOMAS
I IOLI.lr.N, STJo:Plllr.N R.





















K It A M R I{, 1''' RAN CIS





















ELLIOTT, Enw ARll R.














































I IOl.f.I':N , STFPIII':N R.
IloNNlCiFOHT, EDWAHl> H.





J A NSZRN, II RNRY
r0 IfAN N I fi MAN N, II EN R Y
JOIlANNIliMANN, JOlIN G.
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ANNUAL EXAMINATION.
100 Perfect, 75 Requt'red to Excel.
ABELE, CARL T 89
AMBROSE, JOHN C 85
ARKENAU, JOHN bI 76
AUER, OTTO B 94
BACK, FREDERICK C 84
BACK, JOSEPH J 92
BAILER, HENRY J 90
BAN AHAN, JOSEPH M , 96
BANKEMPER, WILLIAM F 88
BARTELS, FREDERICK H 89
BASSMAN, FREDERICK B 81
BAURICHTER, JOSEPH B 96
BECKER, ELMAR P 89
BERNENS, EDWARD J 75
BERNENS, JOHN A 76
BISSMEYER, LOUIS H ' 98
BLAKELY, STEPHENS L 82
BLAKELY, PA UL L 84
BORO, CHARLES A 88
BOUSCAREN, GUSTAVE L 98
BOUSCAREN, LINCOLN T 89
BREHM, ANDREW 92
BRILL, GEORGE E 85
BROCKMANN, HENRY A 94
BROCKMANN, HURBERT F 92
BRODBERGER, JOHN B 92
BROERMAN, JOSEPH A 99
BROXTERMANN, ALOYSIUS C 91
BRUNS, BERNARD H 98
BUDDEKE, JOHN A 88
CAIN, MARK A 91
CARL, WALTER A 84
CASH, CORNELIUS W 90
CASSELMAN, ANTHONY H 92
CASSIDY, PAUL F 75
CLARK, WILLIAM 98
CLOUD, CHARLES H 98
COMERFORD, JOHN L 88
CONCANNON, JOHN P 94
CONNAUGHTON, JOHN B 93
CONNOLLY, GERALD J 93
CONNELLY, JOHN J 93
CONRARD, JOHN A 90
CONRARD, JULIUS A 89
CONRATH, JOSEPH 98
COONEY, THOMAS D 80
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COUl'I~, FRANCIS J 83
CRON It, L gO L......... 9'2
CROTTY, JAMES J 79
CROTTY, WILt.IAM A 1)3
CROWLEY, JEREMIAH }4' Xs
DAVIS, HERI3ItR'l' C <)1
DAVIS, LEO A........ Hr,
DEASY, JOHN A 1)1
DEASY, WILLIAM P Ii'
DOERING, CIiARLI£S J HI)
DOHAN, JOSEI'll M 8,3
DOLLE, W A I.TRH P ()3
DOOLEY, JOSEPH W.............. 94-
DR EYER, OSCAR J 88
DRUCKER, CHARLES J 8.1
EGER, WU.LIAM M 83
EICHER, WILt.IAM A 7X
ELLIOTT, EDWARD R S(,
ENNEKING, LAWRENCE 1:' 90
EWALD, CHRISTIAN J 81
EWALD, FRANCIS J 86
F ARREU_, THOMAS :F" 83
FARRELL, THOMAS M 1)2
FELTHA US, VINCENT 11 79
FISCHItR, ALI'HONSK L Iy)
FLANAGAN, LOUIS J 1)7
FLYNN, JOSEPH T 97
FOGARTY, THOMAS E 88
FOLEY, LEO E 88
F'oss, FRANCIS X 8I
Fox, BImN ARD J <)0
Fox, JOSEPH E 76
Fay, WILI.IS fl. 92
FRIGGE, LEO M 98
GALLAGHER, EDWARD P 83
GEOGHEGAN, THOMAS M (.1-1-
GEOGHEGAN, WILLIAM A 92
GERDES, EDWIN G 87
GLANDORF, ALBERT E 82
GLANDORF, HENRY J 98
GOSIGER, PAUL A 76
GREIWE, HENR Y J 95
GRIMMELSMANN, HICNRY F 94
GROLLIG, JOSEPH E 97
GUNTIIIr.I{, OSCAR N.. 88
II A AS, .1 ACOB T 94
II 11.( i 1m T Y, J0 11 N M.. 91
II A R W, G IWI{(ilt II 79
IlARTKI<:, FRANCH-i A 90
HAUSMAN, EIlWAIU) A 86
BIUSEL, WIl.I.IAM A 90
II KN<iItIIOLIl, LIW J 76
lIKRKING, JOHN G 91
HIGGINS, MARTIN A 91
HOIfFMAN, F~lJGItNE C 89
HUGA N, THOMAS H 85
HOLI.E~, STI<:I'IIItN R 90
lIONNIGFORT, EDWARD l{ 91
l-IuSClIART, HOMER H 93
1MB U!oj, HEN R Y J......... 84
J ANSSgN, GEORGI-C L 95
JANSZI'.N, FRRDERICK J 85
JANSZRN, HItNRY 83
JOIIANNlCiMANN, HRNRY P 78
JOHANNlCiMANN, JOHN G 93
KATES, PHILIP A 86
KI':I.LY, JOSEPH 90
KEMI'II lJKS, LOUIS J .. , : 78
KENNEDY, J AMI<:S M 96
KIN I;, CLAIU':NCE 93
KINe;, J I<:IU:MIAH T 83
KIRK, SYLVESTER W 85
KNILLF., JOSEPH H 95
KOTTI'., WILLIAM G 82
KRAMER, FRANCIS F 98
KREHNBRINK, HENRY G 89
KREIMBERCi, HE.NRY F , 78
KROLLMAN, JACOB J 83
KUIWIHNG, JOSEPH H 86
KUHLMAN l CHARLES F.. 9°
KUHLMAN, GEORGE H 78
KUHLMAN, OSCAR S 88
KYTl'., JOHN A 81
LA MI'E, HENRY J , 96
LANIGAN, ROBERT A 94
LAWLER JOHN C 89, 8
LAWLER, 'l'HOMAS 9
LEHANE,'rIMOTHY J 80
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE. 113
LINNEMANN, EDWARD H 92
LINNEMANN, JOSEPH G 85
LOEBKER, ALBERT F 82
LUHN, CHARLES E 81
MACKE, EDWARD ] 91
MADDEN, DANIEL P 89
MAGUIRE, ]OHN 78
MANGOLD, MATTHEW H. ] .. 91
MARRE, SAMUEL D 85
MARTIN, HENRY A 77
MARTIN, WILLIAMJ 90
McERLANE, HENRY B 75
McFARLAND, JOHN C 90
McMECHAN, FRANCIS J 89
McN AMARA, GEORGE F 76
McNAMARA, JOHN W 77
McNEEVE, FRANCIS Boo ., 88
MCSHANE, JAMES P 90
MEINERS, BERN ARD F 81
MENGE, LAWRENCE E 92
MEYER, FREDERICK A 98
MITCHELL, LINCOLN P 94
MITCHELL, MARK L 79
MOLONEY, WILLIAM J 84
MORONEY, GEORGE E 93
MORONEY, HENRY C 93
MORONEY, JEREMIAH A 88
MULLANE, EDWARD 0 77
MULVIHILL, JOHN ] 85
MURPHY, FRANCIS J 75
MURPHY, THOMAS A 84
MURRAY, CHARLES E 92
MURRAY, FRANCIS J 94
NEES, GEORGE A 98
NIEMAN, JOSEPH 85
NIEMEIRR, FREDERICK J 80
NURRE, EDWARD 89
NURRE, JOSEPH M 85
O'DONNELL, JOSEPH A 77
O'DWY/i:R, JOHN F 97
OELSCHLAGEL, HENRY J 75
O'MALEY, GEORGE T 91
O'LEARY, WALTER 85
o VERBECK, GEORGE A.... 84




PECKSKAMP, BERNARD ]~ 89
PETERS, WILLIAM E 99
PIEPER, OTTO A................ 82
PLAGEMANN, JOSEPH C 76
PRULLAGE, BERNARD A 75
QyINN, FRANCIS P 88
RATERMAN, BERNARD J 93
RATTERMANN, CLARENCE J 83
RECHTIN, .HENRY T 93
RICHMOND, MAURICE A 91
RICHTER, FREDERICK H.... 88
ROHDE, ALOYSIUS H 97
ROLFES, GEORGE H 90
RYAN, RICHARD V 95
RYAN, WILLIAM 92
SCHLOCHTERMEYER, CHAS. F .. 96
SCHMOLT, ALBERT F 75
SCIUTTI, WALTER M 96
SCHNIEDERS, FRANCIS S 87
SHOEMAKER, ANDREW J 88
SCHROEDER, HENRY F 80
SCHROEDER, LAWRENCE B 78
SHULTE, HENRY J 78
SCHUSTER, JOHN G 90
SCHWEITZER, EUGENE J 84
SEBASTIANI ALOYSIUS] 85
SEBASTIANI, THEODORE A 81
SHANNON, FRAN€IS W 84
SIEMER, BERNARD] 92
SIEVERS, WALTER A 83
SMITH, THOMAS A 87
SPELLMIRE, ALFRED G 94
STADERMAN, ALBERT 85
STRATMAN, JOSEPH W : 91
SULLIVAN, EDWARD J ..~ 76
SWEENEY, EDWARD A 81
TANSEY, WILLIAM B 78
TEVELUWE, WILLIAM A 90
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
THEISSEN, AUGUSTINE D 88
THELEN, MARTIN A 84
THEMANN, JOSEPH: A 90
THUMAN, fhRMAN' J 97
TRACY, JAMES M 7S
USHER, JOHN V 84
VAN LEUNEN, ARTHUR P 88
VItRKAMP, JOHN G , ')1
VltRKAMP, LItO I" 8i
VERKA.MP, OSCAR J .. 82
WARD, JOHN W 76
WENSTRUP, JOSEPH H 87
WHITTLE, JAMES B 91
Wq.LIAMS, MORGAN' W 81
WIRSCII, JOSEPH W 80
WITT&., I..IEON ARI> H 95
WITTKAMP, THltoDORE M H3
WOLF, IIENI~Y G 90
WOLPEwr, FRANCIS J 76




:June 26,1895,8 P. M.
PROGRAMME.
SONG-uGaiIy O'er the Sea,"
JUNIO:k CHOIR AND GLEE CLUB.
H Civil Society"
An Academic Discussion by the Class of 18<)5.
IIS
AM
ORIGIN OF THE STATE,
THE FUNCTIONS OF THE STATE,
MUSIC-UThe Liberty Bell March,"
ST. XAVIER MANDOLIN CLUB.
THE CITIZEN AND THE STATE,
THE STATE AND ITS NElGHBORS,
SONG-UThe Storm," .
GLEE CLUB.
LEO XIII AND MODERN STATES, .
TYPICAL STATESMEN,
















JUNIOR CHOIR AND GLEE CLUB.
MUSIC-'"The German Patrol,"
ST. XAVIER MANDOLIN CLUB.
COllferring of Degrees and Awarding of Premiums.
Eilrorber.lf
Opening of Fall Term,
Monda.y, September 2d, 1896.
